Introduction
With the increasing amount of data collection, it is wayward to interpret the data oneself. Data mining deals with this daunting task and extracts the information one needs [3] . Extracting and representing knowledge from huge database is an unfolding research field. Findings patterns, hidden relationships are it key features. Data mining dugs into enormous amount of data and fetches out user relevant information [10] . In the absence of mining, humans would take months of effort to extract the same. This tool serves as the key to analytics, predictions and determination of events and data [1] [2] . Different perspectives, angle, relationships of the underlying given data are analyzed to obtain the end results [15] [16] [17] [18] . Recent progress in the data mining field has skyrocketed its popularity and applications [11] [13] . Data mining is the cardinal component for knowledge discovery.
Fig1: Discovering the relevant knowledge.
Discovering associations, patterns, correlations are in theme with data mining tasks. Picking and sorting out trend behaviors from large chunks of data is a rigorous job. Establishing relationships and learning rules is an interesting research domain [5] [6] . Its application in today's world is widespread. A rule based model eases the classification and clustering tasks of data. Rule implication was first introduced by Agarwal [4] .
Various types of data are supported by real world application, making the mining more challenging. People at times need to make inferences in a certain period of time with only a little data knowledge at hand. To explore, we need to reflect on the extracted features and make a feature data [12] [14] . The system needs to be more flexible and efficient in processing.
II. Rule Model And Association
Quantitative attributes contain more information than 0's and 1's [8] . A system for massive database is needed which can categorically separate them and mine the numerical continuous attributes [7] [9] . This rule based model association is based on unsupervised learning making use of frequency and correlation. One first needs to find the frequent dataset items that fulfill the support criteria and then generate rule that foresee the confidence constraint. The model data is defined as below: 1. Set of items, I = {i 1 , i 2 , …, i m } 2. Transaction t, where t is a set of items with the constraint t  I.
3. Feature Database T = {t 1 , t 2 , …, t n } Rule model must abide by the following:
Any generated rule is an implication of the form:
X  Y, where X, Y  I, and X Y =  Every rule R, which is generated, comes with a support and confidence value which determines the strength of it. Each individual R has its own support value sup in the transaction data set and holds the same if sup% of transactions contain X  Y. Every R owns a confidence value conf and hold the same in the transaction data set if conf% of the transactions that contain X also contain Y.
i.
conf = Pr(Y | X) Any rules owning high support value is of particular interest to us. Initially a single pass on transaction sets is used to determine the sup value. Incase of memory shortage, we use multiple pass distributing the itemset based on the transaction set and once any item set is rejected, none from its superset is taken into account. All the frequent itemsets are found putting a boundation to the length of transaction.
O (r · n · 2 L ) where r, is the number of maximum frequent itemsets. n, is the number of transaction. 2 L , is the longest frequent itemset. After the support value for all the sets are calculated, we generate rule preferring the larger sets with larger absolute value. X -{y }  y for each y  X and support value of rule = support (X).
Confidence of rule = support (X ) / support (X -{y}
where f, is the number of frequent itemsets. 2 L , is the longest frequent itemset Based on the above mentioned definitions, we extracted the frequents itemsets and generate the rule with high confidence value performing several iterations in the given association steps.
delete c from C k ; end end return C k All the possible itemsets are generated and also the non-frequent among them are discarded to reduce the space. The rule generation follows keeping up to the support and confidence terms.
These rules will play a decisive role in associating the data, picking up interesting relations, making it simpler to understand. The computational complexity graph of the rule generation with 'd' distinct itemsets is shown below. 
III. Experimental Run-Up
In this experiment, the proposed feature transaction and rule generation was run on the program code in Matlab and R integration. The data we used was gathered from the UCL and PPMI set. 12 different instruments of music are held at varying background and posture. The geometric and the coordinate data lay the foundation to this fspace. The data was preprocessed and their label information, elevation point were extracted. The values for confidence and support conditions measure the interest in them. Association of the various constraints and relations are discovered.
X here symbolizes the instrument played and Y the fscpace level. At level 0, the kind of instruments are more than at any other level. There are 12 kinds of instruments in this study out of which 9 have the highest confidence at the same level. The confidence of cello is 36.97% highest at level 2, elevation ranging from 40 to 50 degree. At this level the instruments vary widely, indicating the effect of increasing elevation. The confidence of flute is 51.93% at level 3 whereas its support is 9.60%. The confidence of bassoon is maximum at the elevation from 26 to 40 degree standing at 58.74%. 49 to 50% forms the base of the support value for all finding the highest confidence at 0 level. Clarinet and horn are at 73.80% and 63.01% separately at this level. It is found that the feature of them concentrate on the elevation less than 25 degree. Limited by the feature, there is hardly any instrument at the level 4 and 5 having any confidence where the elevation is 75+. We can see the feature transaction depends on the extraction. The instrument distribution is related to elevation distribution. More instruments can be found where the elevation is less.
IV. Conclusion
The rule generation process has reduced the memory consumption and improved the efficiency of calculation. Reducing resultant search space and putting the sup and conf in a unified manner has improved the performance substantially. The experimental result of the UCL and PPMI data clearly showcases the productivity of the rule at level 0. Stronger rule generation will lead to stronger mined information [19] [20] [21] . Today with the exponentially increased distributed data, standalone system methods needs to achieve a distributed setting model. In future, we scheme to experiment the same, reducing the map generation on a fully distributed environment.
